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 (Video Plays) 

ANNOUNCER:  Passwords are a pain.  They are a hassle for employers and employees to manage.  They 

are a -- all of notices password resets costs money every day.  Plus they expose you to data breaches 

which cost more money and damage your reputation.  Your customers feel the pain too.  The average 

Internet user has to juggle up to 90 different passwords.  No wonder frustrated users abandon their 

carts. Some just use the same passwords over and over again. Risky behavior for them and for you.  

Ready for the good news?  There is a better way.  Easier and safer.  You can protect your brand with a 

technology called FIDO.  FIDO is a standard that allows security technology to be built directly into any 

device. 

 

(This video is captioned.  Realtime captioning will resume after the video concludes.) 

 



JEREMY GRANT:  Okay, welcome back, everybody.  Hope you had a good break. One day I'm going to get 

a camera that will not blur on me. You just saw before our break a great discussion on how FIDO was 

used in election security and it gives you a glance at some of the policy issues around authentication, 

particularly the difference between phishable and non-phishable authentication. 

 

Now that I'm back I'm thrilled to welcome Andrew Shiklar from the FIDO Alliance to talk more about 

what is happening in the alliance and the ecosystem.  Andrew, over to you. 

 

ANDREW SHIKLAR:  Thank you, Jeremy.  Let me get my screen set up here.  First I would like to thank 

you, thank the Better Identity Coalition and ITRC for collaborating on this very important event.  This is 

the second time we've all worked together.  Last time we did this was in person in 2019.  Which feels 

like five years ago. 

 

(Laughter.) 

 

ANDREW SHIKLAR:  It has been a busy couple years since last October. But I wanted today to follow up 

from the excellent panel before and give you updates on FIDO Alliance, some perspectives on where we 

come from and what we are looking at moving forward. 

 

So let's start by talking about digital transformation.  I have been around the block a few times.  I'm 

always skeptical of new movements and new trends, especially in technology and the identity space. 

 

Certainly the idea of moving people to digital systems from offline systems, upgrading digital systems 

needs to happen.  In fact, I coauthored a paper that came out last January talking with about exactly 

that.  Password authentication is setting an important cornerstone for digital transformation.  It is an 

esoteric topic and most people when they talk about digital transformation have something like this.  

Imagine a lot of white boards that look like a five-year plan for digital transformation.  Then curved hit 

and it became a five-month imperative.  They had customers who couldn't come into buildings.  They 

had remote employees. 

 

Daitle came to the fore as everything accelerated through the pandemic. It wasn't businesses planning 

around the COVID imperfect five, but there are hackers.  They are capitalists, they are pretty smart. 



 

COVID presented them with a large and attractive and very soft attack landscape which they took 

advantage of.  You can see from the chart from Google there is a massive spike in phishing attacks in 

2020.  And I'm sure that Alex will talk more about this later on. 

 

But this shows how much COVID created an attack opportunity and that hackers took advantage of it. 

 

The fact of the matter is phishing skill works which is why it is so popular and frequent. 

 

And we saw phishing and other forms of acting accelerate in 2020.  This is a great conversation about 

how FIDO security keys helped protect the election. 

 

But issues did come up, right?  Of course there's solar winds hack and there were certainly credential 

related issues associated with solar winds. 

 

Phishing continued to grow.  Social engineering became a Renaissance in 2020.  In fact the Twitter 

attack that happened, the Twitter hack was due to social engineering.  I contend had those system 

admins bean using FIDO security keys as opposed to something else, that wouldn't have happened.  It 

could have been much worse than it actually was, by the way. 

 

It is also important to realize that hacking and phishing attacks are not a one-time issue.  It is not oh, this 

happened and it's in the rear view mirror.  It feeds into a self perpetuating cycle of credential theft.  This 

chart kind of lays that out. 

 

Basically the way this works, there is some sort of hack or data breach.  Billions of credentials are poured 

into the dark wind and hackers run a tidy business selling these for pennies.  And it gives them access to 

sites worldwide.  Hacking is easy to do which is why login or -- are spoofed or sniffing attempts. 

 

Up to a 2 percent success rate which leads to billions of dollars of fraud and fraudulent charges to 

businesses each year. 



 

It is not just consumer sites that are stuffed, it's enterprises, more credentials harvested and fed back 

into the cycle.  The only way to break this cycle is to eliminate our dependence on server side 

credentials and passwords. 

 

There is nothing to steal from the server and the business cycle breaks. 

 

To that end the password models are broken.  Everyone knows that.  The consumers understand, they 

are clumsy, they are hard to enter and remember and also they sit in a server.  Anything on a server can 

and will eventually be stole especially.  Easy to phish and replay as we demonstrated. 

 

You know, Mark Risher talked about how easy it is to hack OTPs.  This is not debated anymore.  OTPs 

can be phished, even with second factors, you have to quickly reevaluate your strategy for protecting 

people and resources. 

 

This is why FIDO was born.  Becomes a simpler approach that is usable and more secure than passwords 

and OTP.  That's where FIDO emission was born and that's where we sit. 

 

We use a symmetric -- you need to know that this protects them.  FIDO is easy to use.  It is east of use is 

critical for stronger authentication which is one reason why we are seeing the strong adoption of this 

and quick utilization. 

 

Who has FIDO?  We are backed by some of.best brands on the planet.  This is our board of directors.  

Forty companies.  Really steer the ship for FIDO Alliance.  I look at the list of logos.  Who needs to sit 

around the table to solve this problem in this is a massive problem.  This is the right set of companies, 

right?  We have companies shipping platforms at massive scale.  We have experts in security and 

biometrics.  And last but not least we have the service providers who have businesses that are utterly 

dependent on their ability to deliver highly share services around the world, users worldwide on a daily 

basis. 

 



In addition the board gets sponsored associate members that build out the ecosystem and reflect this 

mix.  We liaise with other standards organizations and dot orgs to address use cases and drive global 

education. 

 

I told you how FIDO works.  Jeremy talked about metadata service, not much about that, but let's talk 

about how FIDO works.  Historically when you log into the site.  There is a person on the right and if I 

guess my password right I have access to that server.  

 

FIDO will developed a concept and a thing, a security key we just talked about.  You can think of the 

authenticator mediating the authentication relationship.  When I enroll my FIDO account, what happens 

is the unique pair is created, there's a public key on the server and on my device there's a private key.  

These things need to match for me to log into anything.  The public key has no value.  The attackers can 

steal my public key.  They can't reuse it.  No material value to them.  The private key is valuable, not 

stored on my device where I can seeks that.  I do that by identifying myself through a biometric or 

touching something.  When it comes time to log into a site there is a challenge response dialogue 

between the server and the authenticator between the two keys where metadata is exchanged, where 

the service provider can find the attributes with the authenticator that they can tweak to their own 

requirements. 

 

It is that authentication that requires a perfect match that really helps pro protect the authentication 

process.  That's how FIDO works at a lie level.  Since it is positive eggs based it protects against scalable 

events.  You have to come to me in my office and grab my key or stick your my finger on to my device to 

access my account. 

 

By the way I saw some chat before that FIDO is like P.  Can I.  It is, it -- it wasn't my quote originally but 

FIDO is like the PKI without the I.  It is cryptography without the infrastructure, which makes it very 

usable. 

 

We have been engaging with different regulatory bodies say in Europe, for example, we know are very 

well aligned with GDPR and their requirements for PST2 and engage with other NGOs.  Out west, done 

work with -- World Bank and others.  Likewise we have members inside the FIDO Alliance.  We built our 

specs based on use cases.  We have some governments that are members, the Germany, U.K., Korean 

governments and U.S., they take part in our alliance and help us build best practices. 

 



Last but not least we see governments deploying FIDO.  We talked about login.gov, the exciting work 

there, the NHS, the Korean government, Taiwan east government, Canadian government.  Seeing more 

and more government gravitation towards FIDO and FIDO authentication. 

 

So let's look back at 2020.  I want to go through what we accomplished since we talked to you last an 

brought you highlights and set the stage for bigger things to come. 

 

So first of all, we kicked off the year last January, feels like a lifetime ago, announcing that Apple joined 

the alliance.  This is significant.  After each of these presentation I can stop answering the question 

where is Apple?  More significant than that, it cents a powerful signal to the industry that really 

everyone is coalescing around FIDO as the organization to collaborate on standards-based user friendly 

strong authentication. 

 

Apple has been building FIDO support into their products for some time.  This commitment not only 

accelerated that and we are thrilled to have Apple taking part and contributing to FIDO Alliance. 

 

Another key highlight from 2020 is this.  This is quite an eye chart are.  I am not going to run through all 

of this.  This shows the level of FIDO support across operating system and browser combinations with 

different transport mechanisms for the authenticator.  The take away I would like you to have is that 

this chart has gotten broader and greener than it was non-2019.  The breadth comes from the addition 

of the Apple environments now supporting FIDO.  You can use touch ID or face ID to log into website 

that support FIDO authentication now with the latest release of Safari and map being served. 

 

By this time next year it will be greener and broader as well. 

 

So all told, over 4 billion devices now support FIDO authentication.  That is probably the most important 

figure we can focus on, right?  Over 2019-2020 we were very focused on addressing some of the end 

point issues, if you will.  When a service provider asks this is great but who can use it?  The answer is a 

heck of a lot of people.  4 billion people that support it.  Eighty-six browsers support it today.  The built 

in factor, means that service providers can now deploy FIDO with confidence knowing that consumers 

can use it.  Which is why we are seeing the governments adoptions, growing use by service providers 

tapping into FIDO. 

 



This is the list of some companies, just highlighting to show the breadth of industry and geography of 

groups that are supporting FIDO.  Some of these are consumer.  Some of these are enterprise, some of 

these are citizen facing. 

 

Interesting on the bottom right, Verifly.  They are working with American Airlines and now BA to do 

biometric protected app where you can store your health records, things like that in a mobile app to 

help facilitate ease of travel across ports. 

 

In addition to adoption we are seeing more and more regulatory sites adopt FIDO.  The last session was 

about protecting the U.S. elections with FIDO keys.  That was guidance from CISA.  There is guys from 

other U.S. agencies an different equivalent agencies going to FIDO for the preferred means of 

authentication.  This is important for a couple of reasons.  One, leading to government deployment of 

FIDO which is always great.  Perhaps more significant is that regulated industry will follow the lead of 

government.  Say NIST and NIST guidelines. 

 

We are seeing more and more traditionally laggard type companies and industries now following suit 

and putting FIDO front and center in their user authentication space. 

 

So in short, you know, we think, I think that FIDO has become part of the DNA of the web itself which is 

an audacious statement.  What does it mean to be part of the DNA of the web?  Think about Bluetooth 

or WiFi or SSL.  These are part of how you operate on the web today. 

 

It requires three things.  First industry standardization.  We demonstrated that everybody who is 

mattering collaborates with FIDO today.  Next you have to have platforms adopt at a massive scale.  You 

see that FIDO is there.  We are in these devices.  It is in people's hands literally right now within eye shot 

of me I see three different devices not mention the security people that support FIDO. 

 

Last but not least strong regulatory government embrace.  This is a focus area for us.  We continue to 

make progress growing this across the board. 

 

So what is ahead, right?  I think we made great progress.  Our specifications are mature.  We are seeing 

market adoption.  But there is still work to be done. 



 

A couple things are ahead.  First in 2021 we will continue to round out our specifications.  We are doing 

some authentication effects that will be brought a board throughout this year.  A lot of our focus is 

driving adoption, accelerating adoption, if you will.  Bob had a great point in the last session, Bob Lord.  

The U.S. ising in something we need to focus on.  Yes, it is easier to use but it is still a paradigm shift.  

People need to understand how consumers and users best react to the concept of FIDO authentication.  

We have an activity happening right now inside of FIDO.  We have U.S. experts from our members, 

biggest experts on the planet, that are developing a set of U.S. guidelines for the most effective way to 

utilize FIDO authentication.  What is the best language to use?  What is going to resonate with 

consumers as you ask them to enroll in FIDO authentication an ask them to login?  Talking about 

quantitative and qualitative research delivered the first of the year.  We have a corresponding technical 

document that is open for utilization from GitHub.  These two things together should give end-to-end 

recipe, if you will, for how to I am preliminary FIDO and we will have a reference at the end that people 

can point to that will help accelerate adoption. 

 

(Outside voice.) 

 

ANDREW SHIKLAR:  Localities of folks on case studies.  We hear again and again that people want to see 

what other companies are doing.  We will deliver more case studies this year, detailed case studies, 

whitepapers, interviews.  What is cool these implementations have been out for a while.  It is not 

adoption anymore.  It is more the second or third wave.  There is data coming in.  We have data driven 

guidance on how to implement FIDO.  We are super excited about that. 

 

Last year, FIDO introduced or announced the fact that we are taking on additional work here.  Right?  So 

our work in authentication is not done.  But to really meet our entire goal of protecting users at scale, 

protecting the integrity of the network economy it is important for us to look at adjacent workspaces.  

There are two spaces where folks are making progress.  The first around identity authentication.  One is 

account recovery.  We told people if you use the FIDO authenticator to re-enroll which opens the door 

for take over through social engineering.  We have a working group focused on creating better new 

technologies for possession based identity version and onboarding.  In essence through safer and 

stronger onboarding we will have more secure account recovery.  That is an important initiative. 

 

Another space is in 08.  You know, there is all kind of horror stories about passwords holding people 

hostage through IOT devices.  Millions of things out there in the Internet.  Passwords are a weak spot 

there.  We are focused on the first set of IOT released in draft form.  They will be finalized the next 

couple months.  The primary use taste initially is industrial IOT.  When you are talking about billions of 



devices any password hack could cripple the infrastructure that so many cities and municipalities and 

businesses are dependent on. 

 

So we are focused on that.  That work is progressing well.  You will hear more from us about IOT in early 

Q2.  Both of these are important work areas, both advancing very women.  This is going to be a lot of 

our technical focus, if you will, in 2021. 

 

Last but not least we have a conference series that we launched this last year.  So as we are seeing more 

kind of ground swell support and interest in FIDO it is important for us to create community and bring 

everybody together.  We had a conference last November.  It was meant to be in person.  Of course it 

wasn't.  Over the course of two weeks thousands of people attended.  Thirty or 40, 50 sessions, I think.  

Very well received.  Very positive feedback. 

 

We are going to build on that to help drive our goal of approaching the public at large as well as a in 

person conference this October.  I encourage you to visit our website, authenticate.com to find out 

about these in 2021. 

 

So to summarize, FIDO is very much the present and the future of user authentication.  It is has been 

real interesting attending the sessions yesterday and today to hear about the broader identity concepts 

and the critical role that standards-based better authentication plays in protecting identity systems and 

identity infrastructure.  That is something we are focused on.  So we think that FIDO provides a simpler 

approach to user authentication than what we use today and we encourage all of you in the audience to 

take a look at the specifications, take a look at the wide array of products that are out there in the 

market and support FIDO and figure out how those can be be brought forward in the organization going 

forward. 

 

With that I would like to turn things over to Q&A. 

 

JEREMY GRANT:  Hey, Andrew.  I have been following the Q&A.  I have to say you must have done a 

good job because aside from a bit of discussion in chat about how to do more work on the user 

experience which I think you then addressed anticipating things, there hasn't been a ton much 

questions. 

 



Let me throw you one before we go to the next panel because we are close on time.  There is a big 

message here.  We are shifting with FIDO right now from an era where MFA was something you had to 

bolt on by giving somebody something else to where it is now built into many devices in terms of 

ubiquitous support for it in laptops and browsers. 

 

What will things look like three years from now?  Knowing that you are speaking to a audience of people 

focused in the policy place.  What are the big take-aways? 

 

ANDREW SHIKLAR:  Three years from now, for all of us consumers, as we all are, the vast majority of 

mainstream Internet services will offer these services and those will be launching FIDO.  It is a built in 

effect.  You have built in authenticators to every device that will be in your hand and the ability to use 

that across environments and across logins.  That is important. 

 

From a government services standpoint and policy standpoint this makes things more predictable.  It 

allows you to think about deploying government services knowing that there is a standards-based 

approach to authentication that is being supported across products by multiple vendors, both on the 

infrastructure side else SW at the device layer for consumers. 

 

That is also one reason why we are inducing these consumer marts.  We have feedback from reliant 

parties inside the FIDO Alliance that yes, they have very strict rules, if you will, will they handle the 

points of login but they see the need to have common user experience at login.  As Bob said, every 

experience is different.  We are going to work to smooth that out and make it more common.  As people 

see marks, they are more apt to do so for one service versus another service. 

 

JEREMY GRANT:  Thanks.  This is a great overview.   


